Recreation & Community Services Department

April 30, 2020
RE: FV Tennis Center Phased Re-Opening
Recreational Management Services (RMS),
On March 4, 2020, the Governor of the State of California declared a State of Emergency as a
result of the threat of COVID-19. Subsequently, the Governor issued Executive Order N-33-20
that ordered all state residents to stay in place and identified certain essential functions that could
remain operational. Additionally, individuals must adhere to strict social distancing guidance
and safety requirements.
It is imperative that businesses within our communities self-enforce and strictly adhere to the
restrictions mandated by the Governor. Some recreational facilities may have the ability to
provide the opportunity to recreate. City Administration has reviewed industry best practices for
implementation that may allow for limited recreational access to remain in compliance with the
Governor’s Executive Order. Identified health and safety standards to protect participants
include, but are not limited to:
•
•

•
•

Strict adherence to social distancing to be enforced by RMS Staff
All ‘touch points’ should be eliminated. This should include all touch points associated with
the recreational aspect of tennis including;
o Entry gates must remain open during operational hours
o All players must utilize their own equipment
o Cashless transactions
o Seating on courts must be removed
Groups should be limited in size to no more than 4 and maintain social distancing
throughout the courts
Adherence to the USTA Facility and Programming Recommendations (Attached)

Through the guidance above and with compliance of the State and Orange County Health
directives, the City of Fountain Valley will authorize Recreational Management Services INC. to
operate the FV Tennis Center, Located at 16400 Brookhurst Street, beginning Monday May 4,
2020.
If Recreational Management Services INC. is found to be in violation of the above Guidelines or
attached operational procedures (Exhibit A) the City may rescind this authorization. Together,
we owe a special responsibility to the public during this public health emergency and expect
your full cooperation.

Sincerely,

Rob Frizzelle
Community Services Director
City of Fountain Valley

Exhibit A

PROCEDURAL OPERATIONS FOR
THE FOUNTAIN VALLEY TENNIS
CENTER
For the Covid-19 outbreak

APRIL 28, 2020
RECREATIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

OPERATED BY RECREATIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.
Covid-19 Operational Plan; May 2020
United States Tennis Association Statement
RMS is using this Statement as a guide for resources and references, to develop our
opening procedures. This along with other research we have gathered as to clubs
opening and if found, other tennis centers with a plan in place.
The USTA recognizes that the coronavirus has been affecting different parts of the country in
different ways and with different timing. We therefore believe it will be possible for people to
return to playing tennis safely in some cities and states sooner than in others
Because tennis does not require direct person-to-person contact, players can enjoy the many
physical and mental benefits that tennis offers so long as they practice social distancing by
keeping six feet apart from other players to ensure a safe exercise environment and follow other
safety recommendations included in the Player Tips and Recommendations document that is
being distributed along with this Facility and Programming Recommendations.
Know that the Federal Guidelines for Opening Up America Again is a three-phased approach,
and safety precautions must remain in place as we move from Phase One to Phase Three until
there is a universal vaccine or effective treatment for the coronavirus.

ASSESS YOUR SITUATION
Tennis providers, coaches and facilities across the country are all different and operate in
different local contexts. Making an assessment of whether a safe exercise environment can be
provided depends on a range of factors, which apply differently at each venue. It is the
responsibility of each tennis provider, coach and facility to make that assessment based on their
local environment.
In communities where stay-at-home or shelter-in-place orders have been lifted or modified, and
where the locality meets the standards in the Federal Guidelines, then tennis, if played properly,
can be a great opportunity to relieve stress, socialize with others and provide much-needed
exercise. Of primary importance is taking every precaution to help keep all participants safe.

ORGANIZE YOUR TENNIS ACTIVITIES
•

•
•
•
•

Activity should always be in line with the Federal Government’s advised social distancing
measures (defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as keeping six
feet apart), including when arriving at and departing from a court.
Limit activities to casual court rental, one-on-one coaching, small groups and private
lessons.
Shorten programs and stagger booking times to create a buffer between sessions.
Online bookings are recommended, and have participants make payments online. Avoid
handling cash.
Postpone any social gatherings. Do not provide any congregation areas at the court or
facility.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan for increased levels of staff and volunteer absences.
Keep your team and your participants informed of the actions you’re taking.
Staff must wear masks or “like in kind” and gloves when checking in players. Staff
should wash hands and/or gloves often and after touching items.
Alternating courts should be reserved for play if there is no barrier, such as fencing,
between the courts.
Capturing accurate information on reservation play sheets when people are making
reservations are a must, in case the authorities need to trace who has been onsite.
Players should come to the facility no more than 10 minutes before the time expected to
play.
Having a parent/guardian present at the facility with juniors under age 18 is highly
recommended. When that is not feasible, the parent/guardian must provide written
permission for each junior participating in the coaching session and/or when playing with
other juniors.

PROVIDE A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean all surfaces—such as counters, tabletops, doorknobs, bathroom fixtures and
toilets—several times a day wearing disposable gloves.
All common area chairs and tables should be stacked, roped off or removed from the
area to prevent congregating and touching.
All court gates and stair rails should be wrapped with caution tape to discourage
touching, or else should be wiped down every hour.
All gates should be roped off or left open to prevent touching. If the facility has a wide
open side entrance to the courts, its use is recommended.
All score tenders will be taken off the courts to prevent touching.
Make disinfectant soap, hand sanitizers or wipes available at all main contact points.
Regularly remind and encourage everyone, particularly juniors, of the need to wash
hands often and adopt the other principles of a good hygiene strategy.
Display signage about handwashing and hygiene techniques at strategic points such as
sinks, eating areas, drinking areas and on the side of the court.
Limit the use of indoor spaces by keeping all locker room and shower areas closed.

ENCOURAGE SOCIAL DISTANCING
•
•
•
•
•
•

People shall stay at least six feet apart to maintain social distancing.
Use every second court where practical.
Players should stay on their side of court and avoid changing ends.
Implement ways to minimize contact between participants and staff.
Recommend that only one parent/guardian accompany younger children to the facility
when possible.
Promote prevention techniques and lead by example. See the “Preparing to Play”
section in the Player Tips and Recommendations document for tips on how to protect
against infections.
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COACHING
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Group coaching should take place only where full social distancing is possible. Group
coaching should be limited to small groups. An exception would be where all participants
are family members or are otherwise in one home.
Teaching professionals should be assigned specific courts—and possibly specific days
and times.
Position the players at well-spaced stations.
Live ball drills and game-based play is recommended
Limit the use of coaching equipment such as target cones.
Don’t let the players handle any coaching equipment. The coach should pick up the
balls.
Encourage players to use their racquet/foot to push balls back and/or hit them to their
opponent to avoid using hands and touching the balls.

TENNIS BALLS
•

•
•
•
•

Practice caution with the tennis balls and avoid letting the participants touch them.
Although there is no specific evidence that tennis balls can spread COVID-19, we know
that contamination by respiratory droplets from an infected person can potentially survive
on hard surfaces up to three days.
Try to restrict balls to a particular group, court or day of the week. One idea is to label
them with a permanent marker.
Replace all balls if someone suspected to have COVID-19 comes in contact with them.
Consider spraying tennis balls briefly with a disinfectant spray (e.g., Lysol or Clorox) at
the conclusion of play. Using new balls on a very regular basis is highly encouraged.
For private lessons that feature serving, have customers bring two cans of balls that only
they handle for serving.

TENNIS EQUIPMENT
•

•
•

•

Tennis equipment should be touched only by the pro/coach and should be cleaned
frequently. Use alcohol-based disinfectant to clean all tennis gear, including racquets,
towels, target cones, ball machines, etc.
Teaching pros should have their own marked hoppers and teaching charts to avoid
sharing with other pros.
Using a ball machine is a great option for giving lessons, as it avoids having people
touch the balls. Using ball tubes and basket pickups to pick up loose balls after a ball
machine rotation also limits contact.
Avoid using unnecessary equipment such as throw-down lines.
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SERVICE STATEMENT
Recreational Management Services, Inc., RMS, has been serving the Fountain Valley Community and
surrounding communities since 1987. RMS, like the City or Cities around Orange County, are all dealing
with this outbreak, observing and listening to the direction of each level of government supervision. We
also receive updates weekly from our Professional Associations, with RMS, it is the United States Tennis
Association and the United States Professional Tennis Association. This is the information we have used
in compiling an opening procedure for the Tennis Center and information when meeting with the City of
Fountain Valley and getting their input. We are researching all levels of input to achieve the best
processes of reopening a Public Facility the size of the Fountain Valley Tennis Center and to make sure
our community receives the best attention we can give. We also seek to protect our population who
use our services daily, weekly and monthly.
Our goal is to reopen in stages and gradually get back to business as usual. As we proceed with our
opening, we will keep in touch with the City of Fountain Valley and maintain all of their requests and
suggestions of operation during this time, to the best of our ability. We do suggest locking courts 3 and
4 up Monday – Friday, from 12 to 4pm. No unmonitored play.
We will follow the United States Tennis Associations guidelines, specific to Teaching and Facility
Management. We have developed a regimen for our staff to use and it is kept at the Tennis Center for
use by staff and management for training and follow up. This document has been developed with the
guidelines then into specific areas for staff to follow.

COMMUNICATION
Open communication is important. RMS staff at all levels will be watching, evaluating, and
communicating with the staff person in charge of daily, weekly, and monthly functions. For the Pro Staff
this will be Coach Russell Alger. Office staff will communicate directly with Melinda Alger. All Pro Staff
and Office staff will be required to attend weekly meetings with written agendas to make sure we are all
on the right path and our paths are in sync with one another and the plan that is set forth and approved
by the City of Fountain Valley.
Communications will consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Target Opening Procedures and how they are progressing.
Note problems that need to be communicated and decisions on how to proceed.
Change of procedures to accommodate a noted problem or hiccup. We need to identify
all problems that arise during our opening procedures that could affect our success.
Weekly, meetings are the best to schedule on Saturday. All staff must attend or give a
written assessment to Melinda as to your findings during the week. No exceptions.
A written response to all Meetings will be handed out to each employee, Pro and Office
Staff.
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•

•

All necessary components for the operations at the tennis center will be done on a
monthly basis, i.e.., Inventory of all necessary items in the office to be kept in stock and
available for use for one full month of operations.
Clear and concise list of operations will be found in the Operations Section of our
Manual and updated.

All questions and clarifications will be submitted to Melinda in written form and shared at the next
meeting. Melinda will then send the necessary communication on to the City of Fountain Valley each
month or more often as the need arises.
RMS. Is still waiting for the communication from the Federal Government and the SBA on applications
submitted and documents provided to them on the EDIL and the PPP, of which the PPP was submitted
thru our account with the Bank of America in Fountain Valley at the Brookhurst Branch. So when, and
now if we here, we will be able to get to normal faster.

OPERATIONS
In this section we will break down information to short term, (duration of the Covid-19 and demands by
the City, County, State and Federal Governments), and long term, when we can return to normal
operations approved by the City of Fountain Valley, adjusting to those things that we must keep active
that were, as a result of the covid-19 outbreak. These are yet to be determined.
WEAR GLOVES, SPRAY SURFACES, WIPE OR SPRAY LOCKS ON DOORS AND GATES, STAY SIX FEET
APART, COURT CLEANING WILL REMAIN ON THE SAME SCHEDULE AND INCLUDE WHIPPING DOWN
CHAIRS AND BENCHES WITH A DISINFECTANT.

Daily Procedures – until we can relax, with the approval of the City of Fountain Valley, All office Staff

and Pros Must wear gloves and masks. Am & Pm STAFF WILL WIPE DOWN ALL SEATING AND COURT
GATE LATCHES. Please read below for specifics.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seating on courts will be removed to minimize touch points.
Court Gates will be open at all times that the facility is in use to minimize touch points.
Participants on the courts shall exit prior to the next participants entering the court to maintain
social distancing.
Strategic scheduling of court times should be put into effect to ensure there are no
congregations of individuals waiting to start
Upon completion of the court time, individuals should proceed directly to their car and drive out
of the immediate area to avoid congregation in the parking lot
Sanitize hands and wear gloves when opening and spray or wipe down all surfaces with a
treated cloth, all surfaces that you will be touching, first, prior to starting your daily procedures.
(Locking courts, locking door to office, opening, or closing the restrooms, turning on and off
lights in office, use hand sanitizer when someone else may have touched the surface.
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•

•
•
•

•

•

Registration - If someone calls in about registering for a class encourage them to use the online
class registration offered by PayPal on our website: fvtenniscenter.com. This will keep people
out of the office as much as possible.
Encourage business and communication to take place outside of the office in the open area
(Courtyard) when applicable.
Participants shall arrive no sooner the 10 minutes prior to the reserved court time and remain
socially distanced while waiting for court time.
If a FV Tennis Center Participant does not adhere to the Fountain Valley Tennis Center
Regulations, please provide them with the operational requirements letter provided by the City
of Fountain Valley. If they refuse to adhere to the regulations please contact the FVPD dispatch
at: (714) 593-4485.
We will have a hand-held device, POS System, in place ready for use at the office and when
collecting out on the courts, and taking registration in the office, must always use gloves. No
Cash is to be accepted.
Keys to the office and courts should be sprayed two times daily. Once when opening and once
when closing. Gloves should be worn the entire time when using the keys, this means opening
courts and closing the courts, basically the entire time you work you must wear gloves.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS PUT YOUR GLOVES ON, SPRAY FIRST THEN ASK MELINDA
WHEN WE ARE INSTRUCTED TO RETURN TO NORMAL, SOME PRACTICES MAY REMAIN.

Teaching and Class Size (We all must be diligent in this area, be aware and take action)
•

Class size will remain at 3-6 people in group lessons for Tennis and for Pickleball, no additional
registration unless we add a class time/Pro to teach. This is mandatory, to stay within the
guidelines that the USTA and other professional associations suggest. Private or a small group
Private lessons, will do the same. In Pickleball we have one Pro so those classes will remain no
more than 6 registered and then they are instructed to rotate on and off the court while
maintaining the 6’ distancing. This will be accomplished in both Tennis and Pickleball by
marking areas of movement with arrows and lines of 6’ distance to come to a rest.

•

Each staff member will be responsible to check class size prior to accepting registration. If the
class size is larger than 6, it does happen, call Melinda, to inform her and write a note for her
and the Pro who teaches the lesson. Do not skip this step!

•

Before you start your shift, review the rosters and make a note of numbers in each class, so you
know what classes you must be careful with in registering. There will be PayPal registration as
well, Melinda will handle those and make the adjustments, she may have you call the customer
to let them know of the change, leave a note explaining what the customer said and where they
will be transferred to and the class number.
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•

Each Instructor will use a style that Coach Russ has developed and uses the USTA Guidelines.
Including in these guidelines are that each coach is responsible for picking up all the balls and
will use the ball mowers.

Court Play and Court Availability - Please note in this area, we will do the best we can do and strive
to follow the direction set by the USTA in reference to alternating courts with single and doubles
play. Our courts are placed with distance in mind, so when renting out courts staff is to ask and
follow these guidelines. However, all FV Tennis Center Courts do have fencing between courts to
allow for the requested social distancing.
•
•
•

How many will be playing on your court? No more than 4 players can play or be on a court for
match play (lesson; 6 players maximum).
We will take each name and place it under the time slot for the court. If there are more than 4,
they must rent another court to play on, or sit out on the grassy area
All players on court will be tracked through a “Court Use” card system. We will be monitoring
the courts to see if the allotted number and specifically assigned players are on-court. This is to
keep the 6’distancing enforced. Staff must keep track of this and follow through with their
rounds and make notations on court sheet of problems.

“Quickly take action to alleviate the problem of distancing. Politely approach the person and give
a warning as to the “distancing” violation. If this behavior still exists, get Coach Russ and he will
tell the person to leave. If there is a problem with this please contact FVPD dispatch at: (714) 5934485.
•

In Pickleball only singles can play due to the size of the court. No doubles but follow the same
procedure in taking names and court assignments. Encourage players to wait out on the grass
and use the hooks provided for their paddles for court assignment in Pickleball, unless a prior
reservation has been made, following the procedures we have for tennis.

•

Pickleball will have to monitor the play. Each court can only be occupied by two single players
for an hour in Pickleball. If Problems occur, follow the procedure above to handle
“DISTANCING”

•

Remind customers that we have a 7day advance reservation system if they have a number.
Remind customers we have a monthly prepaid system. SAME COURT, SAME TIME EACH WEEK.

This system helps in crowd control, we have used this successful system for 20 years at the Center
for tennis, it has been offered to Pickleball but not taken advantage of to this date.
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•

Or they can become a Prepaid Customer in which they are billed at the first of each month and
play on the same court each week at the same time. These systems provide the optimum play
without problems of not getting a court or overbooking.

•

If there are 4 on court, no one can be sitting on court in Tennis. They must stay out on the grass
and watch “not on court”. In Pickleball, it is two on a court, so that would be up to 8 players on
the four courts, others would have to wait out on the grass not on court.

•

These explanations will come from our staff at check in and will be verbal and written. These will
be the rules now and all customers must follow the guidelines that were required by the City,
County, State and Federal governments, to keep the 6’ distancing enforced. “If they want to
play, “they” will have to adapt”.
RMS will be doing its best to adhere to the USTA and USPTA guidelines for operating and
participating in the Game of Tennis during the Covid-19 Crisis. These guidelines can be found
on the USPTA and the USTA websites. Attached will be copies of the current 4/28/20
guidelines.
As we move forward these suggestions may change, all changes will be given to the City of
Fountain Valley prior to any change. This is new territory and in talking to other Facilities,
whose crowds are not the size of ours, they too are struggling with opening. I receive calls
daily to see if we are open yet.
This information is written with all in mind, The City, Our Customers, Our Staff and the
tremendous responsibility this puts on our Professional Staff. It is written with safety and
health in mind and we know this communication, will change and be reviewed as we change
back to a state of wellness.

Melinda Alger
RMS Tennis and Pickleball
Fountain Valley Tennis Center
4/30/2020
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Playing Tennis Safely:
Facility and
Programming
Recommendations
April 22, 2020

RELATED: Safety of Playing Tennis for Players
The USTA recognizes that the coronavirus has been affecting different parts of the
country in different ways and with different timing. We therefore believe it will be possible
for people to return to playing tennis safely in some cities and states sooner than in
others.
The Federal Government issued guidelines on April 16 for “Opening Up America Again”
at WhiteHouse.gov/OpeningAmerica. By following these guidelines as well as those of
local governments and health agencies, facilities and players will be able to make
informed decisions as to when play can recommence.
1

Because tennis does not require direct person-to-person contact, players can enjoy the
many physical and mental benefits that tennis offers so long as they practice social
distancing by keeping six feet apart from other players to ensure a safe exercise
environment and follow other safety recommendations included in the Player Tips and
Recommendations document that is being distributed along with this Facility and
Programming Recommendations.
ASSESS YOUR SITUATION
Tennis providers, coaches and facilities across the country are all different and operate
in different local contexts. Making an assessment of whether a safe exercise environment
can be provided depends on a range of factors, which apply differently at each venue. It
is the responsibility of each tennis provider, coach and facility to make that assessment
based on their local environment.
Know that the Federal Guidelines for Opening Up America Again is a three-phased
approach, and safety precautions must remain in place as we move from Phase One to
Phase Three until there is a universal vaccine or effective treatment for the coronavirus.
In communities where stay-at-home or shelter-in-place orders have been lifted or
modified, and where the locality meets the standards in the Federal Guidelines, then
tennis, if played properly, can be a great opportunity to relieve stress, socialize with others
and provide much-needed exercise. Of primary importance is taking every precaution to
help keep all participants safe.
ORGANIZE YOUR TENNIS ACTIVITIES











Activity should always be in line with the Federal Government’s advised social
distancing measures (defined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
as keeping six feet apart), including when arriving at and departing from a court.
Limit activities to casual court rental, one-on-one coaching, small groups and
private lessons.
Shorten programs and stagger booking times to create a buffer between
sessions.
Online bookings are recommended, and have participants make payments
online. Avoid handling cash.
Postpone any social gatherings. Do not provide any congregation areas at the
court or facility.
Plan for increased levels of staff and volunteer absences.
Keep your team and your participants informed of the actions you’re taking.
Staff must wear masks or “like in kind” and gloves when checking in players.
Staff should wash hands and/or gloves often and after touching items.
Alternating courts should be reserved for play if there is no barrier, such as
fencing, between the courts.
2






Capturing accurate information on reservation play sheets when people are
making reservations is a must, in case the authorities need to trace who has
been onsite.
Players should come to the facility no more than 10 minutes before the time
expected to play.
Having a parent/guardian present at the facility with juniors under age 18 is
highly recommended. When that is not feasible, the parent/guardian must
provide written permission for each junior participating in the coaching session
and/or when playing with other juniors.

PROVIDE A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT










Clean all surfaces—such as counters, tabletops, doorknobs, bathroom fixtures
and toilets—several times a day wearing disposable gloves.
All common area chairs and tables should be stacked, roped off or removed from
the area to prevent congregating and touching.
All court gates and stair rails should be wrapped with caution tape to discourage
touching, or else should be wiped down every hour.
All gates should be roped off or left open to prevent touching. If the facility has a
wide open side entrance to the courts, its use is recommended.
All score tenders will be taken off the courts to prevent touching.
Make disinfectant soap, hand sanitizers or wipes available at all main contact
points.
Regularly remind and encourage everyone, particularly juniors, of the need to
wash hands often and adopt the other principles of a good hygiene strategy.
Display signage about handwashing and hygiene techniques at strategic points
such as sinks, eating areas, drinking areas and on the side of the court.
Limit the use of indoor spaces by keeping all locker room and shower areas
closed.

ENCOURAGE SOCIAL DISTANCING







People should stay at least six feet apart to maintain social distancing.
Use every second court where practical.
Players should stay on their side of court and avoid changing ends.
Implement ways to minimize contact between participants and staff.
Recommend that only one parent/guardian accompany younger children to the
facility when possible.
Promote prevention techniques and lead by example. See the “Preparing to
Play” section in the Player Tips and Recommendations document for tips on how
to protect against infections.
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COACHING









Group coaching should take place only where full social distancing is possible.
Group coaching should be limited to small groups. An exception would be where
all participants are family members or are otherwise in one home.
Teaching professionals should be assigned specific courts—and possibly
specific days and times.
Position the players at well-spaced stations.
Live ball drills and game-based play is recommended over using baskets.
Limit the use of coaching equipment such as target cones.
Don’t let the players handle any coaching equipment. The coach should pick up
the balls.
Encourage players to use their racquet/foot to push balls back and/or hit them
to their opponent to avoid using hands and touching the balls.

TENNIS BALLS








Practice caution with the tennis balls and avoid letting the participants touch
them. Although there is no specific evidence that tennis balls can spread COVID19, we know that contamination by respiratory droplets from an infected person
can potentially survive on hard surfaces up to three days.
Try to restrict balls to a particular group, court or day of the week. One idea is to
label them with a permanent marker.
Replace all balls if someone suspected to have COVID-19 comes in contact with
them.
Consider spraying tennis balls briefly with a disinfectant spray (e.g., Lysol or
Clorox) at the conclusion of play. Using new balls on a very regular basis is
highly encouraged.
For private lessons that feature serving, have customers bring two cans of balls
that only they handle for serving.

TENNIS EQUIPMENT




Tennis equipment should be touched only by the pro/coach and should be
cleaned frequently. Use alcohol-based disinfectant to clean all tennis gear,
including racquets, towels, target cones, ball machines, etc.
Teaching pros should have their own marked hoppers and teaching charts to
avoid sharing with other pros.
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Using a ball machine is a great option for giving lessons, as it avoids having
people touch the balls. Using ball tubes and basket pickups to pick up loose balls
after a ball machine rotation also limits contact.
Avoid using unnecessary equipment such as throw-down lines.
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Playing Tennis Safely:
Player Tips and
Recommendations
April 22, 2020

The USTA recognizes that the coronavirus has been affecting different parts of the
country in different ways and with different timing. We therefore believe it will be possible
for people to return to playing tennis safely in some cities and states sooner than in others.
The Federal Government issued guidelines on April 16 for “Opening Up America Again”
at WhiteHouse.gov/OpeningAmerica. By following these guidelines as well as those of
local governments and health agencies, facilities and players will be able to make
informed decisions as to when play can recommence.
If you live in a community where stay-at-home or shelter-in-place orders have been lifted
or modified, and if your locality meets the standards in the Federal Guidelines, then tennis,
if played properly, can be a great opportunity for you to relieve stress, socialize with others
and provide much-needed exercise. Of primary importance is taking every precaution to
help keep all participants safe.
Because tennis does not require any direct person-to-person contact, players can enjoy
the many physical and mental benefits that tennis offers so long as you practice social
1

distancing by keeping six feet apart from other players to ensure you are in a safe exercise
environment and follow other safety recommendations included here.
Although there is no specific evidence that tennis balls can spread COVID-19, we know
that contamination by respiratory droplets from an infected person can potentially survive
on hard surfaces up to three days. If you choose to play tennis, be sure to practice these
safety tips and recommendations.
BEFORE YOU PLAY











Make sure that your state and region allow tennis play, satisfy the Federal
Government’s gating criteria (as outlined in the “Opening Up America Again”
guidelines) and have entered Phase One of the Phased Comeback.
States and regions with no evidence of a rebound and that satisfy the gating
criteria a second time may proceed to Phase Two of the Phased Comeback, in
which all individuals, when in public recreation areas, should maximize physical
distance from others.
Be aware that although restrictions are eased when your state and region move
from Phase One to Phase Two or Phase Three of the Phased Comeback, safety
precautions must remain in place until there is a universal vaccine or effective
treatment for the coronavirus.
The USTA Medical Advisory Group highly recommends competitive players
ease their way back into play prior to competition. Given the layoff from
competing, players will be more susceptible to under-training, over-use and
other injuries. The USTA strongly recommends at least three weeks of on court
and off court conditioning before competition begins.
Arrange to play only with family members or others who live in your household
or with individuals who are considered to be low risk.
Do not play if any of you:
o Are exhibiting any symptoms of the coronavirus: mild to severe
respiratory illness with fever, cough and difficulty breathing, or other
symptoms identified by the CDC.
o Have been in contact with someone with COVID-19 in the last 14 days.
o Are a vulnerable individual and your state and region is in Phase One or
Phase Two. A vulnerable individual is an elderly individual and/or an
individual with serious underlying health conditions, including high blood
pressure, chronic lung disease, diabetes, obesity, asthma and those
whose immune system is compromised such as by chemotherapy for
cancer and other conditions requiring such therapy. (For states and
regions in Phase Three, a vulnerable individual can resume public
interactions, including playing tennis, but should practice physical
distancing.)
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PREPARING TO PLAY


Protect against infections:
o Wash your hands with a disinfectant soap and water (for 20 seconds or
longer), or use a hand sanitizer if soap and water are not readily available,
before going to the court.
o Clean and wipe down your equipment, including racquets and water
bottles. Do not share racquets or any other equipment such as
wristbands, grips, hats and towels.
o Bring a full water bottle to avoid touching a tap or water fountain handle.
o Use new balls and a new grip, if possible.
o Consider taking extra precautions such as wearing gloves.
o If you need to sneeze or cough, do so into a tissue or upper sleeve.
o Arrive as close as possible to when you need to be there.
o Avoid touching court gates, fences, benches, etc. if you can.

WHEN PLAYING










Try to stay at least six feet apart from other players. Do not make physical
contact with them (such as shaking hands or a high five).
You should consider not playing doubles, which could lead to incidental contact
and unwanted proximity. If you do play doubles, avoid all incidental contact, NO
Bryan Brothers Chest Bumps and NO whispering to each other from a close
distance to strategize.
Avoid touching your face after handling a ball, racquet or other equipment. Wash
your hands promptly if you have touched your eyes, nose or mouth.
Avoid sharing food, drinks or towels.
Use your racquet/foot to pick up balls and hit them to your opponent. Avoid using
your hands to pick up the balls.
Stay on your side of court. Avoid changing ends of the court.
Remain apart from other players when taking a break.
If a ball from another court comes to you, send it back with a kick or with your
racquet.

AFTER PLAYING





Leave the court as soon as reasonably possible.
Wash your hands thoroughly or use a hand sanitizer after coming off the court.
Do not use the locker room or changing area. Shower at home.
No extra-curricular or social activity should take place. No congregation after
playing.
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All players should leave the facility immediately after play.

USE FOUR BALLS OR SIX BALLS
Although unlikely, it’s possible that a tennis ball can transmit the COVID-19 virus, as
virtually any hard surface can transmit the disease. So here is an extra precaution you
can take to keep safe when playing tennis:




Open two cans of tennis balls that do not share the same number on the ball.
Take one set of numbered balls, and have your playing partner take a set of balls
from the other can.
Proceed with play, making sure to pick up your set of numbered balls only.
Should a ball with the other number wind up on your side of the court, do not
touch the ball with your hands. Use your racquet head or feet to advance the ball
to the other side of the court.
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